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Chapter - III 
 

Multifaceted Experiences in the  
 
 

Amitav Ghosh's novels present some of the arduous dribbles of his associated 

nations once colonized by the British Raj in the continents like Asia and Africa. His 

fabulous novel The Glass Palace, which was published in2000, deals with the impact 

of the colonial encounter on the Asian countries like India, Burma, Malaysia and 

Japan. It talks about the various changes in the political, social and cultural lives of 

the colonized people during the colonial period. Amitav Ghosh vividly presents the 

ongoing migrations and cross- cultural flows in different countries over different 

continents. Ghosh investigates and describes the potentiality of boundaries that are 

drawn by men. He disputes over the problems of borders created by some powerful 

countries and communities over others. This novel examines this problem and 

eradicates the problem of boundaries which is muddling the current conflicts of 

disputes into different fields like anthropology and history. 

The word multifaceted is ambidextrous and resembles a diversifying degree of 

obloquies in relation to the novel The Glass Palace. This novel transports and injects 

many characters from different nations who move across different places during the 

colonial and post-colonial periods. The novel The Glass Palace contains is post-

colonial themes and so by nature it is called a post-colonial text. It brings into public 

scrutiny on the insignificant or eliminated histories of the lives of ordinary people 

during the colonial age. It talks about the exploitation of the colonizer and their rules 

which have created havoc in colonies. Through this they have diminished the values, 

uprooted the culture and satirizes the tradition to have powerful control over the 

colonized. 
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Amitav Ghosh with his childhood memories brings forth the spreading of the 

British Raj and profiteering from the natural contrivances in the newly established 

colonies. In this connection Amitav Ghosh put forth the colonial history and how they 

conquered the nations. The Glass Palace reassembles the history of Burma. It 

chronicles the advent of Britishers in to Burama and its major change from monarchy 

to a republic from the last decades of 19 century to the last decade of 20 century. To 

present the history of B

acquaintances with whom he met. He also went through the history books, personal 

diaries, official records etc. to give deep analysis on the imperialism of the British 

Raj. 

The book chronicles the history of three neighboring countries during the 

colonial period, like Burma with its out breaking of estrangements and clashes, 

Malaysia, with its spreading of rubber plantation and India amid growing antagonism 

to British rule. This history is shown with the family stories of Rajkumar, an Indian 

and an orphan and Dolly, the attendant girl of the Burmese queen Supalayat. History 

is fabricated into fiction and the long story of the colonial regimes like Burma and 

India are brought forward. It evaporated friendliness and brotherhood between the two 

neighboring countries and the people started constructing images of the 'self and the 

'other'. 

 In India and Burma people became self consciousness and self enquired about 

their stature and obsessed with the recovering of the lost self hood. Ghosh understands 

the connection and opposite forces between past and the present. According to the 

Ghosh, past is an entity which took place at a distance of time but as flows on and 

relives in the present in veil. The novelist is interested to present the postcolonial 
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situations of multi-ethnic, egalitarian societies, and the problems of boundaries 

introduced by the colonial rulers. The Glass Palace deals with the mania in cultural 

diversities and the relentless political struggle for democratic and pluralistic society. 

The Glass Palace is presents the story of three generations of people from 

Burma, Malaya and India. The novel discusses the political havoc created during the 

British rule in these three countries. In its outlook this is a political novel as it 

describes the cruelty and oppression imposed on the natives by the British 

imperialists. On the other hand it also brings to limelight on the efforts of the native 

rulers to overpower and squash the democratic rights of the Burmese people after its 

decolonization. The Glass Palace mirrors up the image of people and countries caught 

up in historic and political crisis. History according to the post modernists is always a 

relates an imaginary place and brings out the reality of colonial and post-colonial 

periods. 

 In other words it propagandizes the outcomes of imperialism with its strong 

subject. As T. Vinoda in her article A Tale Of Three Countries: The Glass Palace As 

A Post Colonial Text, points out the novel as,  

If the post-colonial literature is, by definition, subversion and  

 

coming from common wealth countries is as representative of the post- 

colonial theory and practice a The Glass  

Palace. Looked at from this point of view, it would emerge as the most 

eloquent example of a post colonial text. Ghosh offers in this novel 

plenty of scope to read it as a counter discourse construction of 
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national identity that would disrupt and alter the Eurocentric 

 

The novel The Glass Palace is voluminous and contains seven parts; each part 

technique drifts the read

offers the readers to create mental pictures and associate themselves with the 

historical changes in the three neighboring countries from 1885 to the end of 20th 

century. There are three stories, like story of Rajkumar and Dolly, B.P. Dey and Uma 

and Neel and Manju, running harmoniously in the novel.   

Meenakshi Mukherjee rightly says in a review,  

The story spans more than a century in the history of the subcontinent, 

people get involved in unexpected relationships across countries and 

culture, wars are fought, rebellions quelled, political and ethical issues 

are debated, fortunes are made and lost. The writer reports everything 

accurately, thoughtfully- his precision backed up by meticulous 

rese Of Love, 5-6]. 

The eleven years old Rajkumar is an orphan and a rolling stone. During his childhood, 

ed as a clerk and 

translator for a succession of merchants along the eastern shore of Bay of Bengal. 

penniless. He went to Burma as a vagrant but the circumstances compelled him to 

stay there. He knew none in Burma. He became penniless and poverty-stricken in a 

baya- - The Glass,5].  
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As Rajkumar is homeless, drained and stranger to this place, Ma Cho is 

reluctant firstly to give an opportunity for him to work there. However, she agreed to 

give a job for him. For his work he is given three meals a day and a place to sleep at 

night. Rajkumar is in a new place and totally dislocated at the beginning of the novel. 

He was awestruck when he visited the fort and came to know that it was a huge 

building resembled itself like a city with wide roads and gardens. 

The novel opens with a war where the sound of cannons roaring and indicates 

the Britishers captivation of Burma. Rajkumar saw and witnessed the decline of 

Burma. He helps Ma Cho at Mandalay to run a dhaba which is located just outside the 

royal palace. He gets weird when he heard about the royal palace and came to know: 

...It's very large, much larger than it looks. It's a city in itself, with long 

roads and canals and gardens. First you come to the house of officials 

and noblemen. And then you find yourself in front of a stockade, made 

of huge teakwood posts. Beyond lie the apartments of the Royal 

Family and their servants hundreds and hundreds of rooms, with 

gilded pillars and polished floors. And right at the centre there is a vast 

hall that is like a great shaft of light, with shining crystal walls and 

mirrored ceilings. People call it the Glass Palace. (The Glass, 7) 

Rajkumar is an orphan who has an immigrant's characteristic knack for carving a 

position in a place which he does not belong. It is through the eyes of Rajkumar the 

readers observe the humiliation of King Thebaw and his wife Queen Supalayath. 

Soon after of their capturing, the soldiers intrude the palace and began plundering it 

though the Queen shouted that the defeat is not complete. 

Through all the years of the Queen's reign the townsfolk had hated her 

for her cruelty, feared her for her ruthlessness and courage. Now 
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through the alchemy of defeat she was transformed in their eyes. It was 

as though a bond had been conjured into existence that had never been 

existed before. For the first time in her reign, she has become what a 

sovereign should be, the proxy of her people... (The Glass  34) 

On this occasion, Rajkumar catches a fateful glimpse of Dolly, one of the Queen's 

maids. Many battles took place to subjugate Burma and the rebel groups are 

mitigated. The writer narrates everything like a thorough observer and his 

observations are supported by a scrupulous research. In the novel King Thebaw is 

described as: 

... of medium height, with a plump face, a thin moustache and finely 

shaped eyes. As a youth he had been famous for his good looks... To 

sit on the throne of Burma had never been his personal ambition. Nor 

had anyone to the kingdom ever imagined that the crown would one 

day be his. As a child he had entered into the Buddhist boy's customary 

novitiate in the monkhood with an enthusiasm unusual to one of his 

birth and lineage. (The Glass,  37). 

The defeat of the Burma army led to the banishment of the King and the pregnant 

Queen Supalayath from Mandalay to Ratnagiri in the west coast of India. This was an 

excellent step initiated by the British so that they would not face any serious problem 

in future. During their transportation to Ratnagiri, the king and his wife were publicly 

humiliated. The banished King and Queen have now to lead a life of darkness and 

obscurity in an unknown territory. This gave an opportunity for the conquerors to rob 

its precious natural resources like teak, ivory and petroleum. 

The royal family shifted to their expatriate world in India and faced the form 

of exile life. The king settled in a mansion called Outram House. In Ratnagiri, the 
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King and Queen with their abundant knowledge on climate etc. became guardians for 

the local people, as Ghosh describes, 

In Ratnagiri there were many who believed that King Thebaw was 

always the first to know when the sea has claimed a victim. He spent 

hours on his balcony every day, gazing out to the sea with his gold-

rimmed glasses. ...Nothing happened in Ratnagiri, people said, but the 

King was the first to know of it. (The Glass, 76) 

It is sarcastic to note that within a few days he gained immense popularity. Peopled 

started believing words as they are happening alike. This has made Thebaw the town's 

guardian spirit, a type of king again. It can be seen in the words of the Queen: 

Yes, we ruled the richest land in Asia, now reduced to this. This is 

what they have done to us; this is what they will do to all of Burma. 

They took our kingdom, promising roads and railways and ports, but 

mark my words, this is how it will end. In a few decades the wealth 

will be gone  all the gems, the timber and the oil and then they will 

too leave. In our golden Burma ... all that will remain is destitution and 

ignorance, famine and despair. We were the first to be imprisoned in 

the name of their progress, millions more will follow... A hundred 

years hence you will read the indictment of Siam and the state of our 

own enslaved realm. (The Glass, 88) 

The polyphonic voices in the novel bring out the one hundred years of political 

struggle of Burma and India. The novel peeps into the interactions and conflicts 

between the Indians and Burmese during the imperial power. The novel portrays the 

in-depth on the survival of natives and the differences created among different 
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sections of people. People started identifying communities, nations and cultures. 

There is much importance for self. 

Rajkumar became a friend of Saya John. Saya John joined his hand with 

Britishers and became the supplier of goods to timber camps for the extraction of teak 

wood. This wood has to be transported to Britain.  He earned much profit his based on 

his business acumen and his close connections with the officials. His association 

helped Rakjumar to be prosperous in his life as it is presented by Ghosh, 

He was far from good-looking, but there was something arresting 

about him,  a massiveness of construction,  allied with an unlikely 

mobility of expression  as though life had been breathed into a wall of 

slate (The Glass, 95). 

With the help of Uma Dey, the wife of the Collector Beni Prasad Dey, Rajkumar 

married Dolly and took her back to Rangoon. After a few years Rajkumar and Dolly 

 business and prospered a lot 

and he became one of the richest Indians in Burma.  The friendship between Uma and 

resumed Dolly, when Uma writes a letter to Dolly from U.S. Uma is educated and so 

she took active part in Indian struggle for independence. She promulgates the 

opinions of the public in U.S. for which   she is venerated much in India.   

 

way. He focuses on how the Indian military became puppets in the hands of 

Britishers. The Britishers started recruiting Indians as officers and soldiers. They are 

paid comfortable salaries and extra benefits if they are loyal to British rather than their 

own people.  They know that as long as the army is content and loyal to them there is 

no danger to the imperial rule of Britain over India.  This is aptly stated put by the 

writer, 
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In India on the other hand, it was the military that devoured the bulk of 

public monies :  although the army was small in number it consumed 

more than sixty pe

tired of pointing out that India was,  in effect  a vast garrison and that it 

was the impoverished Indian peasant  who paid both for the upkeep of 

the conquering army and . (The Glass, 

225) 

There were conversations between the two friends Uma and Dolly on the freedom 

movement of Indian leaders headed by Mahatma Gandhi. Uma thinks that Britishers 

can easily suppress it because of the strong army and the advanced weapons they use. 

Britain was able to keep authority and control by maintaining tight hold over the army 

comprised of Indians but submissive to the English.  This aspect is brought in to 

picture by Uma to Dolly in their discussions, 

glove instead of striking at 

put down opposition wherever it occurs  not just in  India, but also in 

Burma, Malaya, East Africa, no matter where.  And of course, the 

Empire does everything possible to keep these soldiers in hand: only 

certai

politics and the wider society;   their children 

are assured jobs. (The Glass, 235) 
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Ghosh presents some interesting arguments between Dinu, the second son of Dolly, 

and Uma. She criticizes even the Indians as they are the root cause for the imbalance 

and evils in the society. There is a harsh criticism on it. India is still backward because 

of its superstitions, evil practices and social constraints. She is worried over the 

growing disunity among the people in India. There is insecurity for women. They 

should not be confined to kitchen. She became a feminist and reveals to Dinu about 

the position of moral code in the society. She says,  

horrors of our own society  as a woman I assure you that I am even more aware of 

them than you are.  Mahatma Gandhi has always said that our struggle for 

independence cannot be separated from our struggle for reform.  But having said this  

(The Glass, 255) 

Uma does not stop the argument. She further says in the novel, one must not 

be deceived by the idea that imperialism is an enterprise of reform.  Colonialists 

would like people to believe this, but there is  a simple and clear refutation.  It is true 

that India is driven with evils such as those others describe  caste, the   

mistreatment of women, ignorance and illiteracy. She pointed out not only the evils 

of India but also the other countries. She further says,  

But take the example of your own country Burma  they had no caste 

system there.  On the contrary the Burmese were very egalitarian.  

Women had a high standing probably more so than in the West.  Here 

was universal literacy.  But, Burma was conquered too, and 

subjugated.  In some ways they fared even worse than we did at the 

hands of the Empire.  It is simply mistaken to imagine that 

colonialists sit down and ponder the rights and wrongs of the 
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societies they want to conquer:  that is not why empires are built.        

(The Glass, 255) 

Amitav Ghosh presents the life of Arjun in an astonishing way. Arjun joined army at 

an early age and got promotions quickly because he is loyal to the British. He felt that 

he is promoted as an officer because of his sincerity. He does not realize the truth but 

feel happy of his servitude to the British. He understands the reality, when he is sent 

to fight the Japanese invasion of Burma. Here he notices that he is being used as a 

pawn and sucker in the imperial game. He has to suppress his individuality and has to 

give up loyalties and preferences. He has no other option but working like a warrior 

for Britishers.  

This incident made him thinking of the sterile and distressed condition of his 

country. He has to quell the revolts of his natives against his self-interest and in 

favour of the imperial power. If there are freedom fighters, his dutiful mind controls 

his mindset and provokes him to take a decision in favour of the colonizer. Whenever 

there is a movement launched by the natives Arjun has to obey his superio

than using his own discretion. Amitav Ghosh shows the image of the country and the 

thoughts voice of the characters as, 

They had always known their country to be poor, yet they had never 

imagined themselves to be part of that poverty:  they were the 

privileged, the elite.   The discovery that they were poor, came as a 

revelation.  It was as though a grimy curtain of snobbery had prevented 

them from seeing what was plainly before their eyes  that although 

they had never been hungry,  they too were impoverished by the 
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their own well being were delusions,  compounded out of the 

unimaginable extremi  (The Glass, 175) 

Rosalind is very much interested in the works of Ghosh. As his novels are peppered 

with theories of colonial discourse and this discourse has become globalized at 

present. His novels offer a great deal of post-

historical and anthropological resea

excluding of their abstract concepts and his affinities with subaltern studies have 

made his work more interesting and thought provoking for the readers around which 

the ebb and flow of debates on post-colonial theory can be conducted.  

 The tight corner and the perplexity of Indian soldiers are clearly shown when 

they were fighting for the power and domination of Britain with the Japanese army.  

At this juncture they have realized that they are responsible for the subjection of their 

own country. This realization comes when they came across a pamphlet. Arjun and 

other soldiers read the pamphlet while they stood up for themselves from the assault 

of the Japanese army. The pamphlet contains, 

Arjun saw that it was a pamphlet, written in Hindustani and  Printed in 

both Devanagari and Arabic script.  It was an appeal directed to Indian 

soldiers, signed by one Amreek Singh of the Indian Independence 

League.  The text began: Brothers, ask yourselves what you are 

fighting for and why you are here: do you really wish to sacrifice your 

lives for an empire that has kept your country in slavery for two 

hundred years. (The Glass ,195) 

The Indian soldiers are baffled after reading this pamphlet. They started questioning 

themselves on their own deeds. Now they realized that they are not protecting their 

own people and country but in lieu to immortalize and abide by their tameness. The 
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truth dawn upon their face and realized that they are rendering their valuable service 

to a foreign oppressive power. They became wise and enlightened slowly that they 

were influenced and conditioned by a battery of lies. Now they ought to know that 

they are defenders of freedom.  These views are clearly reflected during the 

discussion between Hardayal Singh, whose family members had been working in the 

Indian Army under the command of the British and Arjun his co-officer, 

You know, yaar Arjun, over these last few days,  in the trenches at Jitra 

 I had an eerie feeling.  It was strange to be sitting on one side of a 

battle line, knowing that you had to fight and knowing at the same time 

 knowing that whether you won or lost, 

neither the blame nor the credit would be yours. (The Glass 175) 

Hardayal Singh wants to convey the truth of life. According to him every soldiers 

here knows that they are risking their own life at the cost of nothing beneficial to 

ery life is pushing them aside. It is revealed in his own 

words, 

holding a gun and asking 

yourself:  who is this weapon really aimed at? Am I being tricked into 

pointing it at myself? (The Glass, 175) 

This discussion further gained momentum. They started discussing it broadly and 

thoroughly. They are skeptic about their own dutiful minds and started self 

interrogation and self esteem. It pin points the psychological instability of their minds 

and started relating their service with the happenings in the society. They have 
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become the main obstacle for the freedom of the nation. As it is clearly revealed in the 

discussion with the inquisitiveness of Hardy as, 

Ask yourself, Arjun : what  does it mean for you and me to be in this 

 just a job  

In the everyday world when would you ever stand up and say  

 you 

trench,  it was as if my heart and my hand had no connection  each 

seemed  to belong to a different person.  It w

human being  just a tool, an instrument.  This is what I ask myself, 

Arjun :  in what way do I become human again?  How do I connect 

what I do with what I want,  in my heart. (The Glass, 195) 

lism lies in its faculty to coordinate, constitute and 

assemble people of other countries and cultures and capitalize them as main weapons 

for territorial expansion and its predominance. They noticed the weakness of the 

people in the society and attracted them through materials and money.   It is clearly 

seen at the beginning of the novel. The assault on Burma at the beginning of the novel 

was carried out by Indian soldiers under the command of British officers.  Nobody 

envisaged that just like the weapon rifle or a military tank a human being is schooled, 

practiced and turned into a killing machine.  The trained person kills another trained 

person only for a meager amount and often loses his life for nothing worthwhile. They 
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sacrifice neither for an ideal goal nor for a noble cause but just like a puppet in the 

hands of British Commanders. 

 During the struggle between the Japanese and Indian soldiers under the 

command of Lieutenant Colonel Buckland continued, Arjun decided to extend his 

cooperation to the freedom fighters against the laws of Britishers. He is planning even 

to join the Indian National Army under the leadership of Subash Chandra Bose.  Later 

this secret information was unearthed by a force loyal to British. During a fight with 

that loyal group 136, Arjun died shooting at them. He was in a dilemma and unable to 

find a remedy as he was entangled in a dilemma of loyalties between the British and 

India.  

Due to the immense opposition to the British rule and the advancement of 

technology many incidents took place in Burma. Japan wanted to spoil the wealth 

gaining resources of the British. As a part of this they ruined the timber business 

smashed the market places and factories through bombs. The migrants from different 

places especially from India are forced to go back to India under most belligerent and 

spiteful conditions. Mao became the leader of this movement. This departure or 

forceful act created struggles for ordinary people and it was very difficult to survive in 

alien countries in that harsh weather. Through this Raj Kumar and his family also 

decided to go back to India as they have already lost Neel during the Japanese 

bombing. They do not want to face another bitter experience by staying there. On 

their way to India by water, Manju dives into the river deliberately and committed 

suicide as she has lost her hopes and will to live.    

Many tragic events took place in the family of Raj Kumar. In Burma they 

were completely displaced and even missed Dinu, in those hostile conditions. They 

are in dire need of a secured place. As a consequence of this they reached the house of 
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Uma in Calcutta where they were given accommodation. Dolly has strongly 

determined to go and search for her second son Dinu who was lost somewhere in 

Burma.  With unflinching efforts, finally she found and met him in Loi Kaw.  They 

spend many hours and even days on discussing the consequences of Japanese 

invasion.  As Dolly is terribly disturbed by the prevailing circumstances she has 

decided to leave home and entered into nunnery at Sagaing.   She turned back to her 

Buddhist principles which teach the methods of disposing of suffering by undergoing 

transformation of personality. It was very difficult for her to overcome from her grief. 

Her obsession and mental illness are stronger than that of her counseling so she died a 

few months later. 

college teacher and unexpectedly found the history of her great grand aunt Uma Dey.  

The novelist tactfully entwines the present with the past of more than half a century. 

Jaya is in search of her uncle Dinu and his whereabouts. To justify the title and the 

symbolism in the title of the novel, the novelist seemed to be taken extra effort and 

brings it up-to-date. Jaya finally identified Dinu in Yangon. There he was the owner 

 

reflection on the grand glass palace of Burmese royal family which was in debris in 

contrast to the Photo studio which also built upon on the counterparts and images of 

the older royal palace. With the passage of time, it is symbolically portrayed in the 

novel that the image of the Glass Palace is withered from public memory but the 

photo studio makes an attempt to capture and frame the memorable moments of life.  

The photograph is a testimony of past experiences and memories so also the glass 

place is a symbol and memory of the past magnificence and opulence of Burma.  
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Both Jaya and Dinu went the political meeting of Aung San Suu Kyi. He is 

very popular Burmese leader fighting for freedom from the despotism of military ruler 

General Ne Win. Amitav Ghosh showers laurels and tributes to the bravery and 

fighting spirit of the fragile woman and her leadership qualities. With her strong 

determination and will power she was able to marshal the public opinion and 

stimulate the spirit of freedom in spite of  the obstacles and difficulties and pains she 

has to  undergo  in the process.  Jaya was deeply touched by the personality of Aung 

San Suu Kyi and started adoring her. She says, 

The laughter is her charisma, Jaya thought.  She could hear echoes of 

Despite the swarming intelligence agents, the atmosphere was not 

heavy or fear-filled.  There was a good humouredness that seemed  

very much at odds with the deadened city beyond.  Jaya understood 

why so many people had pinned their hopes on Aung San Suu Kyi;   

she knew that she herself would have been willing to do anything that 

was asked of her at that moment:  it was impossible to behold this 

woman and not be half in love. (The Glass, 215) 

Dinu on the other hand expressed his own view point on the political panorama of 

Aung San Suu Kyi. He declares that her views are extremely different from that of 

conventional politicians. Of all their views he keenly noticed that their destination is 

common i.e. dictatorship and domination of any form should be defied and combated. 

He thinks that everyone should not be tangled and caught in politics only through life 

but should leave enough socio-culture space for other activities of life so as to 

accomplish a sense of balance and fulfillment. It seems that he has understood the 
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epitomes of life. He further adds and reflects the philosophical voice of Amitav 

Ghosh, 

ght to be.. that while misrule and tyranny must 

cannibalise all of life, all of existence.  To me this is the most terrible 

indignity of our condition  not  just in Burma, but in many other 

 in the end (The Glass, 

315) 

Amitav Ghosh presented the historical incidents that took place almost a century in 

Burma and India. He chronicles the suffering of the colonized. He brought forth the 

various changes initiated by the imperial power and their outcomes in the post-

colonial period. The colonial rule has strongly influenced the socio-economic factors. 

There was much disorder and exploitation. Colonialism has completely changed the 

lives of common people in the societies because of the new forms of social order of 

the masters and their own style of administration. When the nations got independence 

they were left with nothing. They have to reconstruct and change their own fate.  

The colonial culture has undergone a change. It envisages tremendous changes 

in the society. There is a question of nationality.  Rosalind O Hanlon points out that in 

the history of human race no culture is an island and static. The feelings of nation or 

and singular, and precisely because of the enmeshed with its neighbours in an intricate 

network of differences. Is this then another irony of history, doubly confirming the 
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appropriate powers of the dominant discourse: that like the subaltern himself, those 

who set out to restore his presence end only by borrowing the tools of that discourse, 

tools which serve only how to reduplicate the first subjection which they effect, in the 

realms of critical theory?, (Recovering the subject, 218) 

 anthropologists in 

connection to cultural boundaries. Culture is not at all static. It flows on like water in 

a stream and mixes up in a river or ocean. As Renato Rosaldo points out, in contrast 

with the classic view, which posits culture as a self-contained whole made up of 

coherent patterns, culture can arguably be conceived as a more porous array of 

intersections where distinct processes cross from within and beyond its borders. The 

they always 

travel from one place to another place across borders.  

After the emancipation of the masters there was perplexity and bewilderment 

among the people. They are need of a perfect system and order. The earlier inbuilt 

mechanisms were immutably destroyed by colonial rulers. They tailored everything in 

their administration according to the social order which would help and cater to their 

needs. Their greediness knew no bounds and there was no regard and concern for the 

lives and the sensibilities of the people.  As a consequence of this the colonial people 

are caught up in a dilemma whether to go back to their pre-colonial existence  or to 

move forward  comfortably into the future. They are perplexed because of the existing 

system, values and beliefs are hybridized with native and alien values.  If they get 

strong leaders, they can disentangle the political and economic problems in the future.  

The major problem can be seen in the unstoppable cultural legacy left behind by 

colonial rule would take many years to abolish and synthesize. This major problem is 
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further addressed by the post-colonial theorist Homi.H.Bhabha in his major work  

Nation And Narration. 

 The novel has become an instrument to measure the de territorializing and 

destabilizing role played by colonialism. The colonial rule had brought not only 

changes in the indigenous society and culture but also exposing suffering of natives 

both physically and mentally.  The physical suffering may be fugitive but that of 

psychological is deeply forced and permanently occupied in the sense that the trauma 

is deeply occupied in some part of the mind. From the origin of human beings on the 

earth people voluntarily migrate when the living conditions at a particular place 

become difficult for a comfortable existence. In the colonial period people are forced 

to leave against their wish and are uprooted.  As the critic Rukmini Bhaya Nair brings 

out during her deep analysis on colonialism, 

Colonialism had movement built into its definition: troops know the 

march, drastic changes in administration, large-scale transfers of goods 

and services and reconfigurations of political boundaries.  Any writer 

who seeks to present the soul of man  under colonialism, as Amitav 

 is therefore 

condemned to record the existential dilemma  wherein the subject is 

necessarily partitioned,  a bewildered immigrant never quite in focus 

nor contained within the frame  (80) 

placement. It 

presented the life styles of common people, officials, business men and kings and 

queens. The migration of the characters across three continents and search for patterns 

e 

multifaceted. The Glass Palace has got many appraisals from critics not simply for its 
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imagination with which Ghosh is abundantly gifted, but for a comprehensive view of 

human affairs assisted sound scholarship and a perceptive mind.  

Thus the novel focuses on the multi faceted experiences of the characters from 

different parts of Asia especially in connection to India, Burma and Malaysia. At once 

it proclaims the necessity of human bondage. Human values should not be lost with 

the wish of material acquisition. The multi coloured voices of the characters reveal the 

thirst for humanity and peace in these countries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


